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The aim : to help the asthma patients to manage their diseases

Methods
-The experience of patient education : Asthma-school, Asthma-club, 

games, 

-Asthma Museum

-The history of  asthma science and devices

-The patient stories

They were asthmatics :

John F. Kennedy – the USA President    Pierre the First of Russia (1672–1725) - tsar

Marcel Proust - writer                           Charles Dickens - writer 

The list is long….

www.asthmamuseum.com

The term of asthma appears in the “Illiad” , epic poem of Homer. It 

described the state of the respiration of Hector, whose chest was  pierced 

by Achilles. It was in the 19th century BC...

“Asthma History for Patient Care” is new book published in French
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Discussion.
How to help asthma patients to manage asthma?.The patient needs to study a lot of things about the disease and to apply them in 

everyday life. 

The asthma-schools are helpful but the training must continue. .The Asthma-club? The games for the patients for facilitate the 

education? The author passed by this way. The history helps to understand the present and to foresee the future. 

The Asthma Museum, at first real, later virtual, became a teaching tool. 

The author shows how science has evaluated in understanding of the disease and in improvement of treatment, in order to help 

patients to apprehend modern therapy and to make easier the implementation of the medical advices in everyday life.

The stories of patients are also the sources of information. The book proposes the dialogues of Doctor Bobocare and the patient,

Mr Asthmatix, who discuss the main problems of asthma in human manner with a smile.

In 2002 a real Asthma museum was created in Ekaterinbourg (Russia) with a collection of  ancient inhalers, medications, medical manuals. This event 

received the certificate of recognition of GINA.

The book proposes to put the history of asthma at the service of care. The course of the 

development of scientific knowledge, drugs, devices can help to understand and accept 

the disease and the treatment.

The little stories of patients, their testimonies can be useful too. And if a smile 

accompanies our learning, it is less tiring.

The book is intended for young healthcare professionals, medical students 

and of course asthma patients.
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